Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Fwd: Grand square, Rhino, Cremation, Hasivenu, Pence, flags, D.C., D.P., economic reality, LA threats, cremation, doctors of death
From: Court of Record <secretary@courtofrecord.uk>
Date: 10/25/2017 02:10 AM
To: "Pope Francis via Commander, Swiss Guard" <gsp@gsp.va>, Sandro Magister <s.magister@espressoedit.it>, wo@catholicherald.co.uk, ed@catholicherald.co.uk, "andrea.tornielli@lastampa.it" <andrea.tornielli@lastampa.it>
CC: secretary@courtofrecord.uk, news@catholicna.com, engafrica@vatiradio.va, "Pope Francis via Commander, Swiss Guard" <gsp@gsp.va>, "Office of George W. Bush" <Info@OGWB.org>, "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]" <enquiries@sandringhamestate.co.uk>

Attn: Pope Francis

CC: Catholic News Agency via news@catholicna.com
cc: engafrica@vatiradio.va
cc: Sandro Magister <s.magister@espressoedit.it>
cc: wo@catholicherald.co.uk
cc: ed@catholicherald.co.uk
cc: andrea.tornielli@lastampa.it
cc: HMQ, GWB

‘Gunpowder’ may be violent, but that’s how England treated Catholics
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2017/10/23/gunpowder-may-be-violent-but-thats-how-england-treated-catholics/

Early recipe of 'gunpowder' involved the use of urea obtained from the "ecclesiastic urine of a bishop". True or False? Have a nice debate.

Why did Pope Francis write to Cardinal Sarah?
Because the Latin Rite is an advertisement for 'Catholic' paedophilia, for the "Religious Freedom" of the Roman Cult of Baal. True or False? Ask Cardinal Sarah.

The Cult of Baal met its "Spiritual Waterloo" in Africa. 'AIDS' was an attempt to reverse this. True or False? Ask Cardinal Filoni.


Why did Pope Francis write to Cardinal Filoni?

Federal Reserve was chartered by the Pope via the Queen of England. True or False?

'Cancer' is now know as "The Shah's Disease" courtesy the Roman Medici. Very Catholic. Just like abortion. NHS is a Catholic plot to kill and torture the English whose 'Constitutional Monarch' is the Pope's "Defender of the Faith". True or False? Have a nice debate.

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Grand square, Rhino, Cremation, Hasivenu, Pence, flags, D.C., D.P., economic reality, LA threats, cremation, doctors of death
Date: Mon, 23 Oct 2017 02:40:59 +0000

Resend with additional courtesy copies.

Attachment removed, download here:

The World is ruled by God's Law: so are banks, 'lawyers' and doctors.

Additional cc:

cc: Popes, HMQ via Windsor, Sandringham, TMM, Putin, Nordic Monarchs, Trump, Kelly, Ryan, Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, Zug Canton.

cc: Her Majesty's Dukes of America, Russia, The Rock, Versailles, Andorra, Zagreb, Nuremberg, Constantinople, Kyoto, Curacao, Goose Bay, Toronto, Sydney, Wellington, Helsinki, Lateran, Venice, Milan, Palermo, Naples, Szeged, Mount Lebanon, Basel, Faroe Is, ... Her Majesty's Duchess of Kalapani; Her Majesty's Gardener of Malta, Her Majesty's Potter of Lisbon, Her Majesty's Inspector General, Governor Generals, Her Majesty's Housekeepers, Mother Superior.

cc: Pope Tawadros via Egyptian Embassy in Berlin.

Also cc: Tony Blair, George Osborne, Labour, SNP, NHS, JAG.

cc: Daily Mail, The Telegraph, NYT, JPOST, TOI, Le Monde, Le Figaro, Vogue, Malta Today

By the grace of YHVH, That which *Is*, *now*, in Roman Law, who is 'Caesar'? What is his law? Ask Pope Francis. Or, if ye can *read* and *understand* what a Pope says, check his Sunday Sermon. Ask Mr. Filoni about his 'Spiritual Waterloo'.

Her Majesty's Inspector General can send Mr. Filoni and the WHO some "goodwill".

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Fwd: Grand square, Rhino, Cremation, Hasivenu, Pence, flags, D.C., D.P., economic reality, LA threats, cremation, doctors of death
Date: Sun, 22 Oct 2017 15:09:22 +0000

CC: HMQ via Windsor, Putin

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Grand square, Rhino, Cremation, Hasivenu, Pence, flags, D.C., D.P., economic reality, LA threats, cremation, doctors of death
Date: Wed, 11 Oct 2017 03:40:08 +0000

His Excellency George W. Bush
Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth
Dear George W. Bush,

We had just checked the chart of the morning when we put the date in above; there is a grand square involving the Moon opposite Saturn and Chiron opposite Venus+Mars. In terms of the Chaldean planets (the visible ones plus the nodes), the Saturn opposite Moon square Venus+Mars is visible. Node trine Saturn is visible. Sun conjunct Mercury is 'visible', i.e. known by calculation. Sun conjunct Mercury is Square Pluto, Node is trine Saturn.

A grand square with the Moon opposite Saturn is significant regarding Law and the 'execution' of the Law, often quite literally. "Quartered" it says.

This chart is significant with yourself, Her Majesty, both Popes.

So much for astrology. Mahakali showed us a night ago in the wee hours before morning an old woman "grandmother" who was doing something with a strong will which her son could not understand - "are you ok, grandmother, do you have a fever?".

At a similar time this morning "Ambush" ... from a jungle into a city.

'Chad' has been in the chatter:

*Black rhinos* to be re-introduced to Chad from South Africa, decades after they were wiped out from the area

www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4960808/Black-rhinos-return-Chad-South-Africa-deal.html

Mahakali recalls to us the picture language of Rhinos killed to put chatter in the news about 'Rhino horn' and about the slaying of a Scotsman known as 'White Rhino' in NYC.

Orphaned for its mother's ivory: Baby rhino left alone as poachers slaughter up to 30 animals in ONE weekend in South Africa Published: 11:24 EDT, 5 July 2017 | Updated: 05:33 EDT, 22 August 2017

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4668188/Poachers-slaughter-six-rhinos-horns-ONE-night.html

She showed us that it was not just the animals but other 'black men' who have white skin.

Weightlifter and former NYPD officer known as *White Rhino* 'shoots himself dead' after he was pulled over by the FBI in connection with a quadruple murder By Clemence Michallon For Dailymail.com

Published: 19:22 EDT, 8 March 2017 | Updated: 06:12 EDT, 9 March 2017


We saw this then, but we did not say anything. We are saying something to *you* now, so you can connect the dots. This contemplation is for ye, for *ye* are the *one* who has the sword of Exodus 32.

In Madras, India there is the Theosophical Society, which ye may recall,
was looking in that area for a pure soul who was to be the next incarnation of God. They found Jiddu Krishnamurty who went on to achieve a high state of consciousness but did not let them puppet master him as an incarnation. There are some writings of his that ye must read, we recall a small book, smaller in dimensions than paperback which had stories worth reading.

The Theosophical Society has a large, very old banyan tree. A banyan tree lets down roots from its horizontally spreading branches which take root and the entire tree may span many acres. At some point in the 80s the core of this tree was destroyed or died but the rest of the many acres continue to live. In it we see a metaphor for the Church of Jesus Christ, spoken by Mahakali in Tree Language.

If ye cross the Adayar river, the main entrance to the Theosophical Society appears on the left. In the 80s the road went on to a triangle, a traffic island large enough of a small park and an 'Aavin' ice cream shack where they had soft serve on cones. Further down that road there was Grindlays Bank at a four way junction which was by then just a T-Junction. You may have seen pictures of overcrowded public transportation buses in India.

Mahakali once spoke a message we never forgot at this junction. We were travelling in the opposite direction described on route 29A. A bus ahead made a "free left" turn (the traffic rules are like in England, they drive on the left). All buses have two doors on the left, there are no closing doors, there is a bus driver in front and a conductor who sells tickets at the back. A man jumped out of the front door, fell and got run over by the back wheels. The traffic was stopped as "man slaughter" charges (or similar) were drawn up by the (unarmed) police.

The conductor in our bus was lamenting to a passenger, "the man who has died, his troubles are over, now the trouble begins for the living". He spoke of the driver who will have the trouble with a court case, the wife and family of the dead man who will have no income, etc.

We never forgot this. Mahakali was speaking through this man.

The 'west' shall have to revise its attitude towards death. In this region of India, when someone dies, the final trip from the house to the graveyard where the body is cremated, is marked not by mourning, but by drums of a certain beat, whistling and celebration.

The midrash (Lamentations Rabba) draws a connection between the *lamentation* of the LORD over Adam's banishment from Eden and Israel's banishment from Zion (Hos. 6:7). In both cases the problem *centres* on the *failure* to ask **where** God *is*...

In wishing to "punish" the English and to scorn Christian belief, the then Medici, via his then doctors, introduced cremation in England.

Amplified since then by the Holocaust to "punish" the "Jews", cultural "insensitivity" to death has been promoted - hence all this stitching of death worship into the "fabric of society".

As it shall be seen, it is this curse of the Medici that shall bring about the blessing of the "burning of the Tares" and how the "gnashing of teeth" shall be by those left living, whose "sins", that is,
"ignorance of YHVH", or, "lack of faith", in other words, shall be made manifest to all. This in turn brings conscious attention to their ignorance which shall attract grace.

Cremation frees the soul to reincarnate immediately. It is those the Egyptians did not want back, that is, the "Satanic", who were embalmed and buried deep in rock with curses. YHVH used the Medici and their curiosity to give these Satanic another chance. The adoration of their bodies in museums and by archaeologists gives that soul the chance to incarnate again.

Those who know Brahman, ground of being, cremate their dead.

20:7 And when the thousand years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his prison, 20:8 And shall go out to deceive the nations which are in the four quarters of the earth, Gog, and Magog, to gather them together to battle: the number of whom is as the sand of the sea.

Also see the The General Epistle of James in the King James Bible, chapters four and five.

http://www.courtofrecord.uk/bible#The_General_Epistle_of_James

Her Majesty's court is given the name Court of St. James, not the 'Court of Queen Elizabeth', hence, "James Bond".

If you look deep enough, ye shall see that the Roman Rebellion of the Council of Trent was a response of the Sack of Rome in 1527.

The Sack of Rome on 6 May 1527 was a military event carried out by the mutinous troops of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, in Rome, then part of the Papal States. It marked a crucial imperial victory in the conflict between Charles and the League of Cognac (1526–1529)—the alliance of France, Milan, Venice, Florence and the Papacy. ... 

The event marked the end of the Roman Renaissance, damaged the papacy's prestige and freed the Emperor's hands to act against the Reformation in Germany and against the rebellious German princes allied with Luther. Nevertheless, Martin Luther commented: "Christ reigns in such a way that the Emperor who persecutes Luther for the Pope is forced to destroy the Pope for Luther" (LW 49:169).


What is not seen in the Wikipedia write up is that The then Romans were glorying in their sexual escapades. The failed to see 'Christ' like Luther did. The then embattled Pope was trying to "save" his people from the Romans by releasing the Holy Bible via Luther.

Life in Europe has always been a complex affair. It is the karma of the Saxon Germans to, once again, force the Romans to clean up.

We have seen the following:

Pope receives German president in private audience

09/10/2017 14:34 Pope Francis received President Frank-Walter Steinmeier of Germany in a private audience in the Vatican on Monday.
The Holy See’s Press office issued a statement saying Steinmeier later met Vatican Secretary of State, Cardinal Pietro Parolin along with Secretary for Relations with States, Archbishop Paul Richard Gallagher.


and

Pope at Mass: 'God's omnipotence is manifested in His mercy'

"Those who have stubborn souls do not understand what God's mercy is" he said.

http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2017/10/10/pope_at_mass_gods_omnipotence_is_manifested_in_his_mercy/1341981

Pope Francis does have a way with words. Ye shall have to read the entire link to see what we say. We infer that the Germans have done the job with a Javelin c.f. Baal.

The difficulty is not just in Rome, it is all over the world, South Africa to Venezuela to Japan to Greenland to make a 'westward' sweep from "pole to pole". The mad fools who deny YHVH are everywhere. Yet there *is* the grace of YHVH.

How many people today live in a state of self-imposed exile from the LORD? God uses our loneliness ("how lonely...") to search our hearts, asking each of us, ayeka - "Where are you?" "Why have you turned away from me and chosen a state of exile?" Our inner pain is meant to provoke us to seek His face. He awaits our only possible response, "Hashivenu!" -- an imperative (demand) for the *grace* to *repent*: "You return us (i.e., *you cause us to return*) so that we may be reunited with you and healed!" We do not appeal to our own resources or strength to undergo this return, but rather trust that God's sovereign grace is sufficient to restore us to His presence. As Yeshua said, "No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws him, and I will raise him up" (John 6:44).

May it please the LORD to cause you to return to Him today.

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Meditations/Hashivenu/hashivenu.html

The recent episode when some "let fly with the wind" shows us that Her Majesty's court or the staff at Balmoral, or the communication by fax to Balmoral is compromised.

Ye therefore, by the grace of Our father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name, find thyself as 'Constitutional Monarch' of America.

No man can serve two masters. In The Lost Continent of Mu, the author, A. Churchward, imagines the then Kingdoms of the Sun to be modelled like the British Empire he knew. It was not so: each king worshipped YHVH directly, via the Sun, in whom all saw YHVH, our father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.

Thus when we say, "contemplate YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha and act!", we
are returning to this ancient and timeless constitution.

Trump and Pence cannot serve two masters. They are two distinct entities - the U.S. and the U.S.A., that show their presence in these two men. Pence has just done the "salute the flag" thing.

Vice President Mike Pence WALKS OUT of Indianapolis Colts game after several San Francisco 49ers take a knee during national anthem - and Trump says it was on his orders

Vice President Mike Pence left the Indianapolis Colts game after several members of the opposing team, the San Francisco 49ers, took a knee Pence, the former governor of Indiana, was attending the game to see former quarterback Peyton Manning be honored. But Pence made a swift exit after the national anthem when several 49ers, whose ex-quarterback Colin Kaepernick started the movement, protested 'I will not dignify any event that disrespects our soldiers, our Flag, or our National Anthem,' Pence tweeted

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4960622/Vice-President-Mike-Pence-LEAVES-Indianapolis-Colts-game.html

Only a fool worships a flag on a pole - a Roman dick, symbol of Baal. Pence is a Jesuit trained man. What game is he playing for whom? Remind him, "YHVH is a jealous God".

Only a fool 'swears an Oath', that too, to a corporation, a sheaf of lifeless papers written by a man. Like it was done with Maria Camilla Pallavicini, it must be done for Trump, Pence, Mattis, Tillerson and Mnuchin.

By the grace of YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha, we create the living man known as James Norman Mattis as Duke of the Potomac 'D.P.' in Her Majesty's Commonwealth.

Wed Oct 11 01:00:15 GMT 2017

By the grace of YHVH as Rudra, we create the living man known as Nicolas Maduro Moros as Duke of Curacao 'D.C.' in Her Majesty's Commonwealth.

U.S. Treasury

In our experience, no one knows how U.S. Dollars a.k.a. 'legal tender' or 'Federal Reserve Notes' are created. Not just they do not know, they do not want to know. We doubt that Mnuchin can explain it.

http://www.global-settlement.org/pub/crans-montana-presentation.pdf (attached)

Please review this presentation. Use it to set a quiz for Treasury officials starting with Mnuchin.

Please see the economic consequences DEAD BEEF slide. There cannot just be a covert and unannounced change in the economic reality. God incarnate is not heartless.

At the time the presentation was written, we had not yet investigated
the U.K. system and therefore there is no commentary on Bills of Exchange and how the British Chancellor of the Exchequer removed the liability of the last endorser in 1914.

This is covered in our Open Letter Rogatory to the British Cabinet, which we call our "Thesis".

http://www.courtofrecord.uk/British-PDF

This Thesis is what 'educated' Pope Francis and led to the Lampedusa and Brazil trip.

The consequence of YHVH present in Pope Francis who lamented in the Lampedusa speech about "those who make anonymous economic decisions" refers to Goldman Sachs and the then Somali Pirate operation.

The link below is not working, Nginix there says Gateway timeout: http://www.news.va/en/news/pope-on-lampedusa-the-globalization-of-indifferenc

Wed Oct 11 02:31:13 GMT 2017

A short while ago, perhaps 10 mins, there was a small earthquake. It has not yet shown up on the earthquake list.

It appears to us that the earthquake cannons are keeping some on their toes, like the regularly scheduled mortar or cannon fire during WWI.

This brings up the check six for L.A. and Her Majesty's Duke of Monaco.

Smoking hot! Jeremy Meeks puffs on a cigarette at Los Angeles airport after filing for divorce from wife Melissa By Tracy Wright For DailyMail.com

Published: 03:04, 10 October 2017 | Updated: 05:13, 10 October 2017

Pic: http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2017/10/10/03/452D48A700000578-4964716-Hot_stuff_Jeremy_Meeks_covered_up_his_famous_form_as_he_arrived-a-39_1507600983674.jpg

Pic legend: Hot stuff: Jeremy Meeks covered up his famous form as he arrived at Los Angeles International Airport on Monday afternoon

Pic: Meeks, torn jeans, *torn at knee caps*, wearing *Gucci* Hoodie shirt, horizontal blue lines in background, *Currency Exchange* in background, Terminal B L1, closed glass doors with a notice on left door. He has stepped past a grate kind of tiling and is on grey mosaic / concrete.

Another earlier dot:

His ice (cream) maiden! Arnold Schwarzenegger treats lover Heather Milligan to a cone on shopping trip He managed to melt an ice maiden in *Red Sonja*.

But it was an ice cream maiden who seemed to have stolen Arnold Schwarzenegger's heart after he was spotted enjoying a cone during a
romantic outing with lover Heather Milligan in *Los Angeles* on Sunday. The dynamic duo looked like they were having a great time as they wrapped their gums around the tasty treat while partaking in a shopping trip in upmarket *Brentwood*.

By Mike Larkin For Dailymail.com

Published: 06:12, 9 October 2017 | Updated: 07:56, 9 October 2017
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4961412
/Arnold-Schwarzenegger-treats-love-Heather-Milligan-cone.html

We can read more detail, but this is enough.

Sonja: gold/golden.

[WATCH] California wildfires: at least 10 killed in ‘unprecedented’ blaze

Ten people have died in northern California after what officials are describing as an 'unprecedented' wild fire, which has already destroyed 1,500 structures and devastated large areas of wine country “We often have multiple fires going on, but the majority of them all started right around *same time* period, same time *of night* – it's unprecedented,” said Amy Head, fire captain spokesperson for Cal Fire, the state agency responsible for fire protection.

/california_wildfires_at_least_10_killed_in_unprecedented_blaze

It looks like there is threat of torture to gain access to the L.A. "pistols". We expect the same in Hawaii and in U.A.E./Dubai.

Those making the threat in L.A. must be slain.

All super weapons and N.A.S.A. or other space command using American facilities are *removed* from any outside command or 'owner' and placed under thy stewardship. Ye shall have the same done in 'Russia' with Putin as the steward.

U.A.E:

United Arab Emirates visit of Prince Guillaume and Princess Stephanie Hereditary Grand Duke Guillaume of Luxembourg and Hereditary Grand Duchess Stephanie of Luxembourg visit United Arab Emirates (UAE) between the dates of October 9-12, 2017 together with an economic mission. Minister of Development François Bausch and a business delegation accompany HGD Guillaume and HGD Stephanie. The purpose of that visit is to strengthen the political and economic relations between two countries and to make a series of economic agreements.

http://www.newmyroyals.com/2017/10/united-arab-emirates-visit-of-prince.html

It would be much the same in the Scottish and Florida super weapons as well as those in Antarctica and Greenland.

There is a bio-virus threat in Denmark:

Danish junior doctors start *viral* campaign to overturn key ruling against colleague

https://www.thelocal.dk/20171010/danish-junior-doctors-start-viral-campaign-to-overturn-key-ruling-against-colleague
There is the upcoming funeral for the late Thai King, whose son, now king, we have created Her Majesty's Duke of Andorra. He must preserve evidence for testing, perform the tests and arrest or slay the doctors and those making threats there. The 'cabinet' form of government must end there.

The doctors who slew the former king must themselves be tried and then put to death.

One false step in Admiralty by doctors anywhere - contemplate YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha and slay them.

Ye recall our 'parable of Noah'. Noah did hear the voice of YHVH, he did have faith, he just did not get it. The same happens for those Moses leads out of Egypt; they did not get it.

The break happens here:

Deuteronomy 9:17 And I took the *two* tables, and cast them out of my *two* hands, and *brake* them *before your eyes*.

This email is written for thee. Let Her Majesty know that ye have heard from us, and a summary when ye have had time to act on the many items covered here. For example, ye may need discretion to deal with the removal of outside control of super weapons or NASA; or to deal with Maduro and Venezuela.

We send our love to YHVH as Rudra Lakshmi Narasimha for thee!

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master